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(54) MAC (L2) LEVEL AUTHENTICATION, SECURITY AND POLICY CONTROL

(57) Techniques are described that enable MAC (L2)
address authentication within an L2 switching network,
such as a metro transport network. Moreover, when used
in an EVPN, the techniques provide fine grain policy con-
trol over the L2 switching network so as to enable carrier
networks to specify and control topologies for transport-
ing packet-based communications. Access routers of the

EVPN communicate with a L2 network address authen-
tication device of the metro transport network and only
advertise MAC addresses into the EVPN that have been
validated. Moreover, the L2 network address authentica-
tion device may distribute MAC-level policies to control
topologies and MAC learning within the EVPN and pro-
vide services such as per-MAC traffic quota limits.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to computer networks
and, more specifically, to delivering security and policy
control within layer two (L2) networks.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many metropolitan regions have installed met-
ropolitan (metro) transport networks to provide high-
bandwidth connectivity for local subscribers to a larger
packet-based service network, such as the Internet. Each
subscriber typically contracts with any of a number of
Internet service provider (ISP) networks connected to the
metro transport network, and each ISP network provides
an anchor for communication sessions for the subscrib-
ers and manages network services for the subscribers
such as authentication, accounting and billing.
[0003] The subscribers may utilize a wide variety of
devices to connect to the ISP networks to access re-
sources and services provided by the Internet. For ex-
ample, subscribers typically utilize desktop computers,
laptop computers, smart TVs, mobile smart phones and
feature phones, tablet computers, and the like. The metro
transport network typically provides layer two (L2) switch-
ing mechanisms for transporting packet-based data be-
tween the subscribers and their respective ISPs such
that layer three (L3) communication sessions can be es-
tablished for the subscribers at the ISPs for communi-
cating with resources beyond the ISP, such as remote
content data networks (CDNs) or the Internet.

SUMMARY

The invention is defined in the appended claims

[0004] In general, techniques are described that pro-
vide layer two (L2) network address (e.g., media access
control ’MAC’ address) authentication within a network,
such as a metro transport network. Moreover, the tech-
niques provide fine grain policy control over each of the
L2 network addresses using Ethernet Virtual Private Net-
work (EVPN) technology over the metro transport net-
work so as to enable carrier networks to specify and con-
trol topologies for transporting packet-based communi-
cations.
[0005] In one example, a system comprises a metro
transport network that provides layer two (L2) packet
switching for transporting network packets associated
with the customer devices, wherein the metro transport
network comprises at least one access router that is con-
nected to the customer devices by one or more access
links and a plurality of other routers of the metro transport
network, and wherein the access router and the other
routers establish an EVPN within the metro transport net-
work. The system further includes a network address au-

thentication device within the metro transport network
and comprising a database of valid L2 network addresses
for the customer devices. Responsive to receiving a
packet from one of the customer devices (e.g., customer
premise equipment (CEs) or individual subscriber devic-
es), the access router outputs an authentication request
to the network address authentication device of the metro
transport network, the authentication request specifying
a source L2 network address of the packet and requests
validation of the source L2 network address. Responsive
to receiving a response message from the network ad-
dress authentication device indicating that the source L2
network address is a valid L2 network address associat-
ed with one of the customer devices, the access router
is configured to output an EVPN route advertisement that
advertises the L2 network address as reachable through
the access router. Responsive to receiving a response
message from the network address authentication de-
vice indicating that the source L2 network address is an
invalid L2 network address (e.g., blacklisted or unknown)
not associated with any of the customer devices, the ac-
cess router is configured to discard the packet with the
access router without outputting the EVPN route adver-
tisement into the EVPN.
[0006] In another example, a method comprises es-
tablishing an EVPN with a set of routers of a metro trans-
port network positioned between at least one Internet
service provider network and a set of customer devices,
wherein the metro transport network provides L2 packet
switching for transporting network packets between the
Internet service provider network and the customer de-
vices, and wherein a first one of the routers is an access
router coupled to the customer devices by an access link.
The method further comprises receiving, with an access
router, a packet from one of the customer devices by the
access link and, responsive to receiving the packet, out-
putting an authentication request from the access router
to a network address authentication device of the metro
transport network, wherein the authentication request
specifies a source L2 network address of the packet and
requests validation of the source L2 network address.
The method comprises, responsive to receiving the re-
sponse messaging indicating that the source L2 network
address is a valid L2 network address associated with
one of the customer devices, outputting, within the EVPN
by the access router, an EVPN route advertisement that
advertises the L2 network address as reachable through
the access router.
[0007] In another example, an access router of a metro
transport network comprises a control unit having at least
one processor coupled to a memory. The control unit
executes software configured to establish an EVPN with
a set of other routers within a metro transport network
that provides L2 packet switching for transporting net-
work packets associated with customer devices. The
control unit is configured to, responsive to receiving a
packet from one of the customer devices over the access
link, output an authentication request to a network ad-
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dress authentication device of the metro transport net-
work, the authentication request specifying a source L2
network address of the packet and requesting validation
of the source L2 network address. Responsive to receiv-
ing a response message from the network address au-
thentication device indicating that the source L2 network
address is a valid L2 network address associated with
one of the customer devices, the access router outputs
an EVPN route advertisement that advertises the L2 net-
work address as reachable through the access router.
Responsive to receiving a response message from the
network address authentication device indicating that the
source L2 network address is an invalid L2 network ad-
dress not associated with any of the customer devices,
the access router discards the packet with the access
router without outputting the EVPN route advertisement
into the EVPN.
[0008] In another example, a non-transitory computer-
readable storage medium comprises executable instruc-
tions configured to perform the methods described here-
in.
[0009] The details of one or more embodiments of the
disclosure are set forth in the accompanying drawings
and the description below. Other features, and advan-
tages of the present disclosure will be apparent from the
description and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0010] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying drawings,
throughout which like parts may be referred to by like
references, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example net-
work system in accordance with various techniques
described herein.
FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating example operations
of devices of the network system of FIG. 1 in accord-
ance with techniques of the disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating another example
mode of operation of the network system of FIG. 1
in accordance with various techniques described
herein.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating another example
network system in accordance with various tech-
niques described herein.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating further details
of an example router in accordance with techniques
of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system 2 in accordance with various techniques
described herein. As shown in the example of FIG. 1,
network system 2 includes a metro access and aggre-
gation network 4 that is coupled to an Internet service

provider network 7.
[0012] In general, Internet service provider network 7
is typically owned by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
and operated as a private network that provides packet-
based network services to subscriber devices 18. As
shown in FIG. 1, subscriber devices 18 are typically in-
terconnected by a layer two network 21 provider by cus-
tomer premise equipment (CE) 35, such as a local Eth-
ernet switch, cable modem, router or the like. In general,
the techniques described herein may be applied to per-
form MAC-level security and subscriber management
with respect to CEs 35, subscriber devices 18 or combi-
nations thereof. For example, in some cases, CE 35 is a
pure L2 device that switches L2 packets sourced by sub-
scriber devices 18 such that MAC-level authentication
and security is applied to MACs of the subscriber devices.
In other examples, CE 35 includes L3 functionality (e.g.,
routing and optional network address translation (NAT))
such that MAC addresses of CEs 35 are authenticated.
[0013] As examples, subscriber devices 18 may be
personal computers, laptop computers or other types of
computing devices associated with subscribers, e.g., a
3G wireless card, wireless-capable netbooks, video
game devices, pagers, smart phones, personal data as-
sistants (PDAs) or the like. Each of subscriber devices
18 may run a variety of software applications, such as
word processing and other office support software, web
browsing software, software to support voice calls, video
games, videoconferencing, and email, among others.
[0014] As other examples, subscriber devices 18 may
include a collection of low power, network-enabled de-
vices, such as cameras, sensors, thermostats, control-
lers, automated lights, appliances or other devices within
a home or work place. Such devices may be referred to
colloquially as belonging to the "Internet of Things." Other
examples of such devices may be traffic lights, cameras,
and sensors deployed within a metropolitan environ-
ment.
[0015] In any event, Internet service provider network
7 typically provides authentication and establishment of
CEs 35 such that subscriber device 18 may begin ex-
changing data packets with resources available on Inter-
net backbone 12, such as content data networks (CDNs)
8A, 8B (herein CDNs 8). In general, each CDN 8 is typ-
ically a private network of interconnected devices that
cooperate to distribute content to clients using one or
more services. Such content may include, for instance,
streaming media files, data files, software downloads,
documents, and database query results, among others.
Accordingly, examples of services offered by CDN 8 may
include hyper-text transfer protocol (HTTP), HTTP-
based adaptive streaming, Real-Time Streaming Proto-
col (RTSP) streaming, other media streaming, advertis-
ing, file transfer protocol (FTP), and others.
[0016] In the example of FIG. 1, metro transport net-
work 24 provides layer two (L2) transport services for
network traffic associated with subscriber devices 18.
Metro transport network 24 typically includes internal
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switching and transport nodes, such as Ethernet switch-
es and underlying transport systems for transporting,
multiplexing and switching communications through
high-speed links between access provider edge routers
(A-PEs), 36 and network provider edge routers (N-PEs)
30. Although, for simplicity, only a single Internet service
provider network 7 is shown, metro transport network 24
may provide metro access, aggregation and transport of
packets for subscriber devices 18 of a plurality of different
Internet service providers. In general, metro transport
network 24 is typically owned and operated by a metro
carrier while each of Internet service provider networks
7 may be owned and operated by a separate Internet
service provider.
[0017] In this example of FIG. 1, A-PEs 36 operate at
the border of metro transport network 24 and provide
connectivity for access networks (ANs) 27. In general,
ANs 27 provide subscriber devices 18 with access to
metro transport network 24 by way of CEs 35. A-PEs 36,
for example, typically include functionality to aggregate
output from CEs 35associated with subscriber devices
18 into a higher-speed uplink to metro transport network
24. For example, subscriber devices 18 may connect to
local customer premise equipment (CPE) such as DSL
or cable modems CPEs may utilize a Point-to-Point Pro-
tocol (PPP), such as PPP over ATM or PPP over Ethernet
(PPPoE), to communicate BNGs 23 via connectivity pro-
vided by A-PEs 36 and N-PEs 30. In other embodiments,
CEs 35 may utilize a non-PPP protocol such as Ethernet
and DHCP to communicate with BNGs 23 by connectivity
provided by A-PEs 36 and N-PEs 30. Other embodiments
may use other lines besides DSL lines, such as cable,
Ethernet over a T1, T3 or other access links.
[0018] In the example of FIG. 1, subscriber devices 18
are associated with customers of an Internet service pro-
vider that owns and operates Internet service provider
network 7. As such, Internet service provider network 7
receives network access requests from CEs 35 and han-
dles authentication and session establishment of user
credentials so as to provide network access to subscriber
devices 18. Broadband network gateways (BNG) 23 pro-
vide routing and switching functions for connectivity to
metro transport network 24 via N-PEs 30 and provide
endpoints for and management of IP sessions estab-
lished for CEs 35. In another example, BNGs 23 may be
Broadband Remote Access Servers (BRASs) or other
routing devices that provide anchor points for subscriber
sessions.
[0019] AAA server 11 operates as a subscriber man-
agement system that includes database 29 having en-
tries that specify valid user credentials (e.g., user ID and
password or MAC addresses of CEs 35) for individual
subscribers associated with subscriber devices 18 along
with L2 network addresses assigned to the subscriber
devices. Further, for each entry, database 29 may specify
policies for each L2 network address to provide policy-
driven controls for metro transport network 24. Upon au-
thenticating a network access request from a subscriber

device 18, AAA server 11 assigns a layer three (L3) net-
work address (e.g., a private IPv4 or IPv6 network ad-
dress) from the IP domain of the service provider for re-
ceiving data services through Internet service provider
network 7. As an example, AAA server 11 of Internet
service provider network 7 is typically an authentication,
authorization and accounting (AAA) server to authenti-
cate the credentials of a subscriber requesting a network
connection. The AAA server 11 may be, for example, a
Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS)
server or a DIAMETER server.
[0020] As shown in FIG. 1, metro transport network 24
implements an Ethernet Virtual Private Network (EVPN)
26. Although described with respect to EVPN 26, in an-
other example implementation metro transport network
24 may implement a virtual LAN service (VPLS) or other
mechanisms for implementing L2 transport services.
[0021] In this example, edge routers of metro transport
network 24 (e.g., A-PEs 36 and N-PEs 30) operated by
the metro transport carrier are configured to execute the
EVPN protocol within their respective control planes (also
referred to as routing engines) to communicate with each
other and exchange configuration information necessary
to establish and maintain EVPN 26. When an EVPN is
deployed, L2 address learning (e.g., MAC learning) be-
tween the edge routers occurs in the control plane by
exchanging EVPN messages according to the EVPN pro-
tocol, in contrast to traditional bridging that occurs in
VPLS in which L2 address learning occurs in the data
plane (e.g., forwarding components) while forwarding L2
traffic. For example, control planes of A-PEs 36and N-
PEs 30 are configured to execute a routing protocol, such
as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), to exchange en-
hanced messages so as to communicate with each other
regarding EVPN 26. That is, control planes of A-PEs
36and N-PEs 30 may execute the BGP protocol to ex-
change BGP messages for MAC address signaling /
learning as well as for access topology and VPN endpoint
discovery with respect to EVPN 26. A-PEs 36and N-PEs
30 may be connected by an MPLS LSP infrastructure or
may be connected by an IP infrastructure in which case
IP/GRE tunneling or other IP tunneling can be used to
transport L2 communications through EVPN 26. Addi-
tional information with respect to the EVPN protocol is
described in "BGP MPLS Based Ethernet VPN," RFC
7432, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), July 2,
2014, the entire contents of which are incorporated here-
in by reference. Reference to network layers followed by
a numeral may refer to a particular layer of the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. More information
concerning the OSI model can be found in a IEEE pub-
lication entitled "OSI Reference Model - the ISO Model
of Architecture for Open Systems Interconnection," by
Hubert Zimmermann, published in IEEE Transactions on
Communications, vol. 28, no. 4, dated April 1980, which
is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth
herein.
[0022] After authentication and establishment of net-
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work access through Internet service provider network
7, any one of subscriber devices 18 may begin exchang-
ing data packets with resources on Internet backbone
12, such as CDNs 8. During this process, the private IP
addresses assigned by Internet service provider network
7 to subscriber devices 18 may be translated to public
addresses associated with routing prefixes of Internet
service provider network for purposes of packet-based
communication on Internet backbone 12. Moreover,
gateway 21 provides layer three (L3) routing functions
for reaching subscriber devices 18 through Internet serv-
ice provider network 7. That is, gateway 21 advertises
L3 reachability information (e.g., routes) for reaching the
public address prefixes associated with Internet service
provider network 7. Although not shown, Internet service
provider network 7 may include other devices to provide
other services, such as security services, load balancing,
billing, deep-packet inspection (DPI), and other services
for traffic traversing Internet service provider network.
[0023] In the example of FIG. 1, when providing the
EVPN 26 service within metro transport network 24, A-
PE routers 36 and N-PE routers 30 perform MAC address
learning to efficiently forward L2 network communica-
tions in system 2. That is, as A-PE routers 36 receive
from CE routers 35 Ethernet frames originating from sub-
scriber devices 18, the A-PE routers learn L2 state infor-
mation for customer networks 21, including MAC ad-
dressing information for CEs 35 within the customer net-
works. A-PE routers 36 typically store the MAC address-
ing information in MAC tables associated with respective
interfaces. As A-PE routers 36 learn the MAC address
for CEs 35 local attachment circuits, the A-PE routers
utilize MAC address route advertisements of a layer three
(L3) routing protocol (i.e., BGP in this example) to share
the learned MAC addresses to other member routers of
EVPN 26 and to provide an indication that the MAC ad-
dresses are reachable through the particular PE router
that is issuing the route advertisement. In the example
of a BGP EVPN, each of A-PE routers 36 advertises the
locally learned MAC addresses to the other A-PE router
36 and to remote N-PE routers 30 using a BGP route
advertisement, also referred to herein as a "MAC route"
or a "MAC Advertisement route," i.e., a Type 2 BGP
EVPN route advertisement. As further described below,
a MAC route typically specifies one or more individual
MAC addresses for respective CEs 35 along with addi-
tional forwarding information, such as a route descriptor,
route target, layer 2 segment identifier, and MPLS label.
In this way, A-PE routers 36 use BGP routing protocol
messages to advertise and share the MAC addresses
learned when forwarding into EVPN 26 layer two com-
munications received from local attachment circuits of
access networks 27.
[0024] In accordance with the techniques described
herein, metro transport network 24 provides enhanced
security by enabling authentication of L2 network ad-
dresses (e.g., MAC address) of CEs 35 (or optionally
individual subscriber devices 18) prior to advertising the

L2 network addresses into EVPN 26. In the example of
FIG. 1, MAC authentication system 15 is programmed
with data specifying the MAC addresses of any of the
Internet service provider networks 7 for which the ISP
has agreed to participate in the local MAC authentication
and policy control techniques described herein. In par-
ticular, AAA servers or other subscriber management
systems of participating ISP, such as AAA server 11,
output communications 17 to replicate or otherwise com-
municate authorized L2 network addresses, e.g., MAC
addresses, of CEs 35 associated with subscribers with
MAC authentication system 15 owned and operated by
the metro carrier. For example, AAA server 11 and MAC
authentication system 15 may participate in database-
level replication and synchronization to communicate the
MAC addresses. As additional example, various commu-
nication protocols could be used to communicate the
MAC addresses between the database of AAA server 11
and MAC authentication system 15. In this way, MAC
authentication system 15 is pre-populated with MAC ad-
dresses allocated to and owned by ISP providers.
[0025] Upon receiving Ethernet frames from local at-
tachment circuits of access networks 27, A-PEs 36 output
authentication requests 37 to MAC authentication sys-
tem 15, which serves as a central database storing in-
formation specifying valid MAC addresses. Response
messages 41 received from MAC authentication system
15 provide an indication as to whether one or more MAC
addresses are valid and authenticated or rejected as
invalid (e.g., blacklisted or unknown) MAC addresses.
Based on response messages 41, A-PEs 36 process Eth-
ernet frames received from local subscriber devices 18
by way of attachment circuits and CE devices 35. In par-
ticular, A-PEs 36 process Ethernet frames having au-
thenticated source MAC addresses by encapsulating the
Ethernet frames and forwarding the traffic into EVPN 26
of metro transport network 24. Further, A-PE only adver-
tises the locally learned MAC addresses to the other A-
PE router 36 and to remote N-PE routers 30 for which
response messages 41 indicate as valid, authenticated
MAC addresses. In other words, A-PEs 36 output BGP
route advertisements, also referred to as EVPN "MAC
routes" or as "MAC Advertisement routes," i.e., a Type
2 BGP EVPN route advertisement, for those MAC ad-
dresses expressly authenticated by MAC authentication
system 15.
[0026] Moreover, the techniques provide fine grain,
MAC-level policy control over EVPN 26. For example, in
addition to communicating valid MAC addresses, AAA
server 11 may also communicate, for each of the MAC
addresses, one or more policies for each L2 network ad-
dress, thereby enabling policy-driven controls locally at
metro transport network 24. In turn, MAC authentication
system 15 relays the respective, MAC-specific policy or
policies to A-PEs 36 upon authenticating a MAC address.
For example, MAC authentication system 15 may format
response message 41 as a Radius or Diameter message.
In addition to including data providing a response as to
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the validity of a MAC address, response message 41 is
constructed to embed policies to be applied by the A-PE
36 with respect to the MAC address. Policies may be
embedded, for example, as vendor-specific attributes
(VSA) in a Radius or Diameter compliant response mes-
sage. Examples of the RADIUS protocol for AAA are de-
scribed in Carl Rigney et al., "Remote Authentication Dial
In User Server (RADIUS)," Network Working Group of
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), Request for
Comments 2865, June 2000, which is incorporated by
reference herein in its entirety (referred to hereinafter as
"RFC 2865"). Examples of the Diameter protocol for AAA
are described in Fajardo et al., "Diameter Base Protocol,"
Network Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF), Request for Comments RFC 6733, Octo-
ber 2012.
[0027] As one example, MAC authentication system
15 may construct response message 41 to include time-
and/or volume-based policies for the MAC address. For
example, upon authenticating a valid MAC address, MAC
authentication system 15 may embed a VSA in specifying
a duration or traffic quota for which A-PE 36 is to keep
the MAC address current in its local MAC table and/or
cache of authenticated MACs. As such, any additional
traffic having the MAC address as a source MAC triggers
a re-authentication request 37.
[0028] As another example, MAC authentication sys-
tem 15 may include in response message 41 time-and
volume-based policies for the MAC address. For exam-
ple, MAC authentication system 15 may include desig-
nated Route Target (RT) value using a VSA. In this case,
the receiving A-PE 36 utilizes the Route Target in the
EVPN Type 2 route when announcing, in the control
plane, that MAC address into EVPN 26. In this way, the
RT specifies to other EVPN PE routers whether theEVPN
PE routers are to import that specific MAC route by in-
serting the MAC address into their respective MAC tables
associated with EVPN 26 as reachable through the ad-
vertising A-PE 36. As such, metro transport network 24
enables automatic policy-driven control of which PEs in
a metro network are to learn which MAC addresses, and
such control is provided at individual MAC level granu-
larity. Moreover, such control is extended to the individual
ISPs that own and operate Internet service provider net-
works 7 and that provide configuration information and
policies to MAC authentication system 15 by way of com-
munications 17. By allowing RTs to be automatically con-
figured from MAC authentication system 15 at the gran-
ularity of MAC addresses, service / topology customiza-
tion at the granularity of MAC addresses can be imple-
mented and controlled by the metro carrier and/or the
ISPs.
[0029] As another example, MAC authentication sys-
tem 15 may include in response message 41 a new BGP
community attribute that communicates loopback IP ad-
dresses of EVPN PEs. The BGP community attribute can
be embedded in a new VSA in response message 41.
The receiving A-PE 36 utilizes the BGP community at-

tribute in the EVPN Type 2 route when announcing, in
the control plane, that MAC address into EVPN 26. This
provides another mechanism for specifying and control-
ling which EVPN PE routers are to import that specific
MAC route and would avoid specifying RTs on each of
the EVPN PEs.
[0030] In this way, the example techniques described
herein enable automated, per MAC control on the distri-
bution of MAC routes. Moreover, this enables metro car-
riers to specify rich topologies for supporting Internet
Service Providers at a very granular MAC address level.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating example oper-
ations of devices of the network system of FIG. 1 in ac-
cordance with techniques of the disclosure. Initially, MAC
addresses owned by participating ISPs and used by re-
spective CE 35 and/or subscriber devices 18 of the ISPs
are communicated to metro carrier for configuration of
MAC authentication system 15 (100, 102). MAC authen-
tication system 15 may be programmed by the metro
carrier with data specifying the MAC addresses of any
of the Internet service provider networks 7 for which the
ISP has agreed to participate in the techniques described
herein. As other examples, AAA server 11 of the agreeing
ISPs may output messages 17 to communicate to MAC
authentication system 15 the MAC addresses assigned
to the corresponding Internet service provider network 7
and utilized by CEs 35 or, as another example, individual
subscriber devices 18. Upon receiving the configuration
data, MAC authentication system 15 updates its data-
base of valid MAC addresses (102).
[0032] Upon receiving a network access request from
a given CE 35, AAA server 11 of Internet service provider
network 7 authenticates credentials of the subscriber,
e.g., username and password, and allocates an IP ad-
dress for the subscriber from the IP address prefix as-
signed to and owned by the ISP (103). At this point, CE
35 typically begins outputting packets, such as L2 Eth-
ernet frames, for accessing network resources, such as
CDNs 8 or the Internet.
[0033] Upon receiving, via a local attachment circuit,
a packet, e.g., an Ethernet frame, from CEs 35 or other
device pretending to be an authorized device, A-PE 36
reviews its local cache of recently authenticated MAC
addresses and determines whether a source MAC ad-
dress of the sending subscriber device is a new MAC
address that has not previously been learned and, as
such, is not present within its local MAC table and has
not already been validated (105). If the source MAC ad-
dress matches a MAC address currently within the local
MAC table of A-PE 36, A-PE 36 encapsulates the packet
and injects the packet with EVPN 26 (120).
[0034] If the MAC address has not already been
learned and, therefore, not recently authenticated, A-PE
36 outputs authentication request 37 to MAC authenti-
cation system 15, where the authentication requests
specifies the source MAC address of the packet, i.e., the
MAC address of the sending CE 35 (108). As one exam-
ple, authentication requests 37 may conform to an en-
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hanced RADIUS or DIAMETER protocol that has been
modified to carry the MAC address(es) for which authen-
tication is requested.
[0035] MAC authentication system 15 receives au-
thentication request 37 and processes the request by
comparing the source MAC address carried by a payload
of the authentication request to its central database of
valid MAC addresses provided by ISP networks 7 (110).
Based on the comparison, MAC authentication system
15 constructs and outputs response message 41 having
data indicative of whether the MAC address is a valid
MAC address that is expected to be seen from a CE 35
when sourcing L2 packets (112). For example, if MAC
authentication system 15 determines that the MAC ad-
dress matches a MAC address within its database, the
MAC authentication system constructs response mes-
sage 41 to have data indicating the MAC address is a
valid source MAC address expected to be seen from a
CE 35 (or subscriber device 18). If, however, MAC au-
thentication system 15 determines that the MAC address
does not match any of the MAC addresses in its data-
base, the authentication system constructs and outputs
response message 41 to include data indicating that the
particular MAC address is not valid.
[0036] The A-PE 36 that originated authentication re-
quest 37 receives response message 41 from MAC au-
thentication system 15 (114) and processes the response
message to determine whether the response message
indicates the source MAC address for the recently re-
ceived Ethernet frame is a valid MAC address (116). If
response message 41 indicates that the MAC address
is an invalid MAC address (e.g., blacklisted or unknown
MAC), the requesting A-PE 36 drops the Ethernet frame
currently being buffered (118). In addition, the A-PE 36
may put the MAC address on a "blacklist" such that sub-
sequent packets having that same source MAC address
are automatically dropped in the forwarding plane for a
certain, configurable, amount of time to avoid continuous
re-authentication of an invalid MAC address.
[0037] In the event that response message 41 indi-
cates that the MAC address is a valid source MAC ad-
dress for a CE 35 (or subscriber device 18), A-PE 36
encapsulates the Ethernet frame and forwards the re-
sultant packet into EVPN 26 of metro transport network
24 (120). In addition, for any newly learned MAC address,
A-PE 36 updates its MAC table associated with EVPN
26 and advertises the locally-learned source MAC ad-
dress to the other A-PE routers 36 and to remote N-PE
routers 30 by way of a Type 2 EVPN MAC route adver-
tisement (122). At this time, A-PEs 36 may apply any
policies provided by MAC authentication system 15 for
the specific MAC addresses. For example, A-PE 36 may
construct the BGP EVPN MAC route advertisement to
include a RT or a BGP community, as described above,
to specify to other EVPN PE routers whether the EVPN
PE routers are to import that specific MAC route.
[0038] Remote EVPN routers, such as other A-PEs 36
or N-PEs 30 receive the EVPN MAC route advertisement

(124) and, based on RT import rules or BGP community
attributes as described herein, update MAC tables asso-
ciated with the EVPN (126).
[0039] Upon receiving outbound Ethernet frames for
the subscriber session over EVPN 26 provided by metro
transport network 24, BNG 23 provides termination
points for the subscribers sessions and applies L3 routing
functions to route L3 packets to Internet backbone 12
and CDNs 8 (130).
[0040] In the example above, A-PEs 36 are configured
to buffer outbound communications until authenticating
source MAC addresses within the communications. In
an alternative example, A-PEs 36 may be configured to
inject a limited amount of communications, such as up
to a threshold number of packets, for a given source MAC
address while concurrently requesting authentication by
MAC authentication system 15. That is, A-PEs 36 may
forward the packets while authentication request 37 is
pending with MAC authentication system 15. In the event
a subsequently received response message 41 indicates
that the source MAC address in question is not a valid
MAC address then the requesting A-PE 36 adds the MAC
address to the blacklist of MAC addresses, automatically
drops any subsequent packets having the MAC address
as the source MAC address for the packet and does not
announce the MAC address into EVPN 26 using an
EVPN MAC route advertisement.
[0041] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating another
example mode of operation of network system 2 in ac-
cordance with various techniques described herein. In
the example of FIG. 3, MAC authentication system 15
supports tiered authentication and policy control.
[0042] For example, rather than, or in addition to, pre-
programming MAC authentication system 15 with data
specifying the MAC addresses of Internet service provid-
er network 7, the MAC authentication system and AAA
server 11 co-operate to provide tiered MAC authentica-
tion. That is, MAC authentication system 15 maintains a
local cache of recently authenticated MAC addresses
and associated policies. Upon receiving an authentica-
tion request 37 from an A-PE 36, MAC authentication
system 15 compares the source MAC address carried
by a payload of the authentication request to its central
database of valid MAC addresses and associated poli-
cies previously received from ISP networks 7. In the event
the MAC address is not found, MAC authentication sys-
tem 15 issues a query 152 to AAA server 11 of each
participating ISP to determine whether such MAC ad-
dress is valid. Each queried AAA server 11 provides a
response 154 having data indicating the MAC address
is a valid source MAC address expected to be seen from
a CE 35 (or subscriber device 18). Upon receipt of a
response message 154 from AAA server 11 of one of
Internet service provider networks 7, MAC authentication
system 15 updates its local cache of valid MAC address-
es and outputs response message 41 having data indi-
cating that the MAC address is a valid MAC address. In
addition, response message 154 from AAA server 11 car-
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ries any policies to be implemented by metro transport
network 24 in association with the particular MAC ad-
dress. MAC authentication system 15 installs the policies
in its database along with the valid MAC address, and
constructs response message 41 so as to convey the
policies to the requesting A-PE 36.
[0043] If, however, MAC authentication system 15 re-
ceives response messages 154 from AAA servers 11 of
all participating Internet service provider networks 7 that
the MAC address does not match any of the MAC ad-
dresses in their databases, the MAC authentication sys-
tem constructs and outputs response message 41 to in-
clude data indicating that the particular MAC address is
not valid.
[0044] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating another
example network system 200 that implements various
techniques described herein. Similar to metro transport
network 24 of FIG. 1, metro transport network 224 im-
plements an Ethernet Virtual Private Network (EVPN)
226 in which edge routers (e.g, APE236 and gateway
231) operated by the metro transport carrier are config-
ured to execute the EVPN protocol within their respective
control planes (also referred to as routing engines) to
communicate with each other and exchange configura-
tion information necessary to establish and maintain
EVPN 226. A-PE 236 and gateway 231 may be connect-
ed by an MPLS LSP infrastructure or may be connected
by an IP infrastructure in which case IP/GRE tunneling
or other IP tunneling can be used to transport L2 com-
munications through EVPN 226.
[0045] In the example of FIG. 4, metro transport net-
work 224 includes dynamic host configuration protocol
(DHCP) server 202 that assigns network layer (e.g., IP)
addresses to subscriber devices 218. Although shown
as a standalone device, DHCP server 202 may be inte-
grated within other devices, such as A-PE 236 or gateway
router 221. In this way, network system 200 includes a
metro transport network 224 that operates as a light-
weight, MAC-level subscriber management system. In
this example, subscriber devices 218 comprise a collec-
tion of devices deployed within a metropolitan region,
such as cameras, sensors, and traffic lights. Although
described for purposes of example with respect to such
devices, the techniques illustrated in reference to FIG. 4
may be applied to other forms of subscriber devices, such
as laptops, desktop computers, pagers, smart phones,
personal data assistants (PDAs) or the like.
[0046] In the example of FIG. 4, CE 237 may be a sim-
ple L2 switching device and, in this case, MAC authen-
tication is performed based on MACs of subscriber de-
vices 218. MAC authentication system 215 is pro-
grammed with data specifying the MAC addresses of CE
35 and/or subscriber devices 218 and applies local MAC
authentication and policy control techniques described
herein. That is, similar to the techniques described here-
in, upon receiving packets from local attachment circuits
coupled to CE device 237 of access network 227, A-PE
236 outputs authentication requests 237 to MAC authen-

tication system 215, which serves as a central database
storing information specifying valid MAC addresses for
metro transport network 224. Response messages 241
received from MAC authentication system 215 provide
an indication as to whether source MAC addresses in
the packets are valid and authenticated or rejected as
invalid MAC addresses. Based on response messages
241, A-PE 236 processes packets (e.g., Ethernet frames)
received from local CE 35 by way of the attachment cir-
cuits. In particular, A-PE 236 processes packets having
authenticated source MAC addresses by encapsulating
the packets and forwarding the encapsulated packets
into EVPN 226 of metro transport network 224. Further,
A-PE 236 only advertises validated MAC addresses to
the EVPN routers using, for example, a BGP EVPN Type
2 MAC route advertisement, which may also include an
IP address allocated, for example, by a corresponding
DHCP server. Moreover, at this time, A-PE 236 may ap-
ply any policies provided by MAC authentication system
215 for the specific MAC addresses.
[0047] "Internet of Things (IOT)" data center 208 rep-
resents a computing system, e.g., a set of servers, con-
figured to control subscriber devices 218, process com-
munications received from the subscriber devices, gen-
erate reports based on the communications, and the like.
That is, IOT data center 208 may be a computing system
configured to control devices installed within a metropol-
itan environment. As shown in FIG. 1, metro transport
network can be configured to enable direct L2 and L3
support for IOT or other subscriber devices 218 without
necessarily requiring an intermediate Internet Service
Provider. With this lightweight subscriber management
system, metro transport networks 224 can behave like a
full IP networkwith many peering / exits points without
having to transport all subscriber traffic into centralized
BNGs of various ISPs, thus providing more efficient and
flexible transport layer services.
[0048] Although described with respect to an EVPN,
the MAC authentication system may apply the MAC-level
authentication techniques described herein to metro
transport networks in which a Virtual Private Lan Service
(VPLS) is used. In such an implementation, routers of a
metro transport network (e.g., metro transport networks
24, 224), including A-PE routers and N-PE routers, es-
tablish a VPLS for transporting communications. Upon
receiving a response message from the MAC authenti-
cation system indicating that a source MAC is a valid
MAC associated with one of the customer devices, the
A-PE routers forward the packet into the VPLS. However,
upon receiving a response message from the MAC au-
thentication system indicating that the source MAC is
invalid (e.g., blacklisted or unknown), A-PE routers drop
the packet.
[0049] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example
router 380 capable of performing the disclosed tech-
niques. In general, router 380 may operate substantially
similar to A-PEs 36, 236 as described with respect to
FIGS. 1-4.
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[0050] In this example, router 380 includes interface
cards 388A-88N ("IFCs 388") that receive packets via
incoming links 390A-190N ("incoming links 390") and
send packets via outbound links 392A-192N ("outbound
links 392"). IFCs 388 are typically coupled to links 390,
392 via a number of interface ports. Router 380 also in-
cludes a control unit 382 that determines routes of re-
ceived packets and forwards the packets accordingly via
IFCs 388.
[0051] Control unit 382 may comprise a routing engine
384 and a packet forwarding engine 386. Routing engine
384 operates as the control plane for router 380 and in-
cludes an operating system that provides a multi-tasking
operating environment for execution of a number of con-
current processes. Routing engine 384, for example, ex-
ecutes software instructions to implement one or more
control plane networking protocols 397. For example,
protocols 397 may include one or more routing protocols,
such as Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 393, for ex-
changing routing information with other routing devices
and for updating routing information 394. Routing infor-
mation 394 may describe a topology of the computer net-
work in which router 380 resides, and may also include
routes through the network. Routing information 394 de-
scribes various routes within the computer network, and
the appropriate next hops for each route, i.e., the neigh-
boring routing devices along each of the routes. Routing
engine 384 analyzes stored routing information 394 and
generates forwarding information 396 for forwarding en-
gine 386. Forwarding information 396 may associate, for
example, network destinations for subscribers with spe-
cific next hops and corresponding IFCs 388 and physical
output ports for output links 392. Moreover, forwarding
information 396 may specify operations, such as encap-
sulation with EVPN tags or deencapsulation of packets,
to be applied when forwarding packets to the next hops.
Forwarding information 396 may be a radix tree pro-
grammed into dedicated forwarding chips, a series of ta-
bles, a complex database, a link list, a radix tree, a da-
tabase, a flat file, or various other data structures.
[0052] In the example of FIG. 5, routing engine 384,
also referred to as a control plane for router 380, executes
EVPN protocol 387, which operates to communicate with
other routers to establish and maintain an EVPN, such
as the EVPN 26, for transporting communications
through metro transport networks so as to logically ex-
tend an Ethernet network through the intermediate net-
work. EVPN protocol 387 may, for example, communi-
cate with EVPN protocols executing on remote routers
to establish tunnels (e.g., LSPs or GRE tunnels) that uti-
lize label stacks on packets for transporting the packets
through the EVPN. EVPN protocol 387 maintains MAC
address tables 381 in the control plane of router 380,
where the MAC tables associate L2 customer MAC ad-
dresses with specific tunnels for reaching the associated
MAC addresses. When implementing an EVPN, L2 MAC
learning may be performed in the control plane by ex-
changing, with remote PE devices, BGP messages con-

taining customer MAC addresses. EVPN protocol 387
communicates information recorded in MAC tables 381
to forwarding engine 386 so as to configure forwarding
information 396. In this way, forwarding engine 386 may
be programmed with associations between each tunnel
and output interface and specific source customer MAC
addresses reachable via those tunnels. Additional exam-
ple information with respect to the EVPN protocol is de-
scribed in "BGP MPLS Based Ethernet VPN," RFC 7432,
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), July 2, 2014,
the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by
reference.
[0053] In this example, router 380 includes policer
385A executing in the control plane 384 in communica-
tion with policer component 385B executing in the data
plane 386. As forwarding engine 386 receives packets
over local attachment circuits, i.e., one or more of links
390, from subscriber devices or devices pretending to be
an authorized subscriber device, policer 385 reviews lo-
cal cache 387 of recently authenticated MAC addresses
and determines whether a source MAC address of the
sending subscriber device is a new MAC address that
has not previously been learned and, as such, is not
present within its MAC address cache 387 and has not
already been validated. If the source MAC address
matches a MAC address within the local cache 387, po-
licer 385B directs forwarding engine 386 to encapsulate
the packet and inject the packet into EVPN 26 in accord-
ance with forwarding information 396.
[0054] If the MAC address has not already been
learned and, therefore, not recently authenticated, polic-
er 385B raises an alert to policer 385A, which in turn
outputs authentication request 37 to MAC authentication
system 15, where the authentication request specifies
the source MAC address of the packet, i.e., the MAC
address of the sending CE 35 or subscriber device 18.
During this time, policer 385B directs the packet to queue
389 until a response is received.
[0055] Upon receipt of a response message 41 indi-
cating that access has been granted, policer 385A in-
forms EVPN protocol 387 of the valid MAC address,
which in turn causes the EVPN protocol to update MAC
table 381 and to direct BGP protocol 393 to construct
and output a Type 2 BGP MAC route to advertise the
newly learned MAC address to other EVPN member rout-
ers. At this time, EVPN protocol 387 may apply any pol-
icies 399 provided by MAC authentication system 15 for
the specific MAC addresses. For example, EVPN proto-
col 387 may construct the BGP EVPN MAC route adver-
tisement to include a RT or a BGP community, as de-
scribed above, to specify to other EVPN PE routers
whether the EVPN PE routers are to import that specific
MAC route. In addition, policer 385A informs policer 385B
of whether or not the buffered packet includes a valid
source MAC address, causing policer 385B to either ap-
prove the packet for forwarding or discard the packet
from queue 389.
[0056] The architecture of router 380 illustrated in FIG.
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5 is shown for illustrative purposes only. The invention
is not limited to this architecture. In other examples, router
380 may be configured in a variety of ways. In one ex-
ample, some of the functionally of control unit 382 may
be distributed within IFCs 388. In another example, con-
trol unit 382 may comprise a plurality of packet forwarding
engines operated as slave routers.
[0057] Control unit 382 may be implemented solely in
software, or hardware, or may be implemented as a com-
bination of software, hardware, or firmware. For example,
control unit 382 may include one or more processors
which execute software instructions. In that case, the var-
ious software modules of control unit 382 may comprise
executable instructions stored on a computer-readable
medium, such as computer memory or hard disk.
[0058] The techniques described herein may be imple-
mented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-
nation thereof. Various features described as modules,
units or components may be implemented together in an
integrated logic device or separately as discrete but in-
teroperable logic devices or other hardware devices. In
some cases, various features of electronic circuitry may
be implemented as one or more integrated circuit devic-
es, such as an integrated circuit chip or chipset.
[0059] If implemented in hardware, this disclosure may
be directed to an apparatus such as a processor or an
integrated circuit device, such as an integrated circuit
chip or chipset. Alternatively or additionally, if implement-
ed in software or firmware, the techniques may be real-
ized at least in part by a computer-readable data storage
medium comprising instructions that, when executed,
cause a processor to perform one or more of the methods
described above. For example, the computer-readable
data storage medium may store such instructions for ex-
ecution by a processor.
[0060] A computer-readable medium may form part of
a computer program product, which may include pack-
aging materials. A computer-readable medium may com-
prise a computer data storage medium such as random
access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), non-
volatile random access memory (NVRAM), electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM),
Flash memory, magnetic or optical data storage media,
and the like. In some examples, an article of manufacture
may comprise one or more computer-readable storage
media.
[0061] In some examples, the computer-readable stor-
age media may comprise non-transitory media. The term
"non-transitory" may indicate that the storage medium is
not embodied in a carrier wave or a propagated signal.
In certain examples, a non-transitory storage medium
may store data that can, over time, change (e.g., in RAM
or cache).
[0062] The code or instructions may be software and/or
firmware executed by processing circuitry including one
or more processors, such as one or more digital signal
processors (DSPs), general purpose microprocessors,
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-pro-

grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), or other equivalent in-
tegrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term
"processor," as used herein may refer to any of the fore-
going structure or any other structure suitable for imple-
mentation of the techniques described herein. In addition,
in some aspects, functionality described in this disclosure
may be provided within software modules or hardware
modules.
[0063] Thus, from one perspective, there has now
been described techniques for enabling MAC (L2) ad-
dress authentication within an L2 switching network, such
as a metro transport network. Moreover, when used in
an EVPN, the techniques can provide fine grain policy
control over the L2 switching network so as to enable
carrier networks to specify and control topologies for
transporting packet-based communications. Access
routers of the EVPN can communicate with a L2 network
address authentication device of the metro transport net-
work and only advertise MAC addresses into the EVPN
that have been validated. Moreover, the L2 network ad-
dress authentication device may distribute MAC-level
policies to control topologies and MAC learning within
the EVPN and provide services such as per-MAC traffic
quota limits.
[0064] Various embodiments have been described.
These and other embodiments are within the scope of
the present disclosure and the invention is defined by the
claims.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

establishing an Ethernet Virtual Private Network
(EVPN) with a set of routers of a metro transport
network positioned between at least one Inter-
net service provider network and a set of cus-
tomer devices, wherein the metro transport net-
work provides layer two (L2) packet switching
for transporting network packets between the In-
ternet service provider network and the custom-
er devices, and wherein a first one of the routers
is an access router coupled to the customer de-
vices by an access link;
receiving, with access router, a packet from one
of the customer devices by the access link;
responsive to receiving the packet, outputting
an authentication request from the access router
to a network address authentication device of
the metro transport network, wherein the au-
thentication request specifies a source L2 net-
work address of the packet and requests vali-
dation of the source L2 network address; and
responsive to receiving response messaging
from the network authentication device indicat-
ing that the source L2 network address is a valid
L2 network address associated with one of the
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customer devices, outputting, within the EVPN
by the access router, an EVPN route advertise-
ment that advertises the L2 network address as
reachable through the access router.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

responsive to receiving the response messag-
ing indicating that the source L2 network ad-
dress is an invalid L2 network address that is
not associated with one of the customer devices,
discarding the packet with the access router
without outputting the EVPN advertisement.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, further comprising:

responsive to receiving the response messag-
ing indicating that the source L2 network ad-
dress is a valid L2 network address associated
with one of the customer devices, encapsulat-
ing, with the access router, the packets and tun-
neling the packets through the EVPN to one of
the other routers of the metro transport network.

4. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein outputting
an EVPN route advertisement comprises construct-
ing and outputting a routing protocol message of
Route Type 2.

5. The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein outputting
an EVPN route advertisement comprises a Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing protocol message.

6. The method of any of claims 1-5,
wherein the response message specifies a policy
associated with the L2 network address, the policy
specifying an attribute that controls which of the other
routers are to import the L2 network address into
their respective L2 network address tables associ-
ated with the EVPN, and
wherein outputting, within the EVPN by the access
router, an EVPN route advertisement comprises
constructing the EVPN route advertisement to in-
clude the attribute specified in the policy received
from the network address authentication device.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the attribute speci-
fies a designated Route Target (RT) value or a Bor-
der Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing community.

8. A system comprising:

a metro transport network that provides layer
two (L2) packet switching for transporting net-
work packets associated with the customer de-
vices, wherein the metro transport network com-
prises at least one access router that is connect-
ed to the customer devices by one or more ac-

cess links and a plurality of other routers of the
metro transport network, and wherein the ac-
cess router and the other routers establish an
Ethernet Virtual Private Network (EVPN) within
the metro transport network; and
a network address authentication device within
the metro transport network and comprising a
database of valid L2 network addresses for the
customer devices,
wherein responsive to receiving a packet from
one of the customer devices by the access link,
the access router outputs an authentication re-
quest to the network address authentication de-
vice of the metro transport network, the authen-
tication request specifying a source L2 network
address of the packet and requests validation
of the source L2 network address,
wherein responsive to receiving a response
message from the network address authentica-
tion device indicating that the source L2 network
address is a valid L2 network address associat-
ed with one of the customer devices, the access
router is configured to output an EVPN route ad-
vertisement that advertises the L2 network ad-
dress as reachable through the access router,
and
wherein responsive to receiving a response
message from the network address authentica-
tion device indicating that the source L2 network
address is an invalid L2 network address not
associated with any of the customer devices,
the access router is configured to discard the
packet with the access router without outputting
the EVPN route advertisement into the EVPN.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein responsive to receiv-
ing a response message from the network address
authentication device indicating that the source L2
network address is a valid L2 network address as-
sociated with one of the customer devices, the ac-
cess router is configured to encapsulate the packets
and tunnel the packets through the EVPN to one of
the other routers of the metro transport network.

10. The system of any of claims 8-10, further comprising
means for performing any of the methods of claims
1-7.

11. An access router of a metro transport network com-
prising:

a control unit having at least one processor cou-
pled to a memory,
wherein the control unit executes software con-
figured to establish an Ethernet Virtual Private
Network (EVPN) with a set of other routers within
a metro transport network that provides layer
two (L2) packet switching for transporting net-
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work packets associated with customer devices,
wherein the control unit is configured to, respon-
sive to receiving a packet from one of the cus-
tomer devices by the access link, output an au-
thentication request to a network address au-
thentication device of the metro transport net-
work, the authentication request specifying a
source L2 network address of the packet and
requesting validation of the source L2 network
address,
wherein responsive to receiving a response
message from the network address authentica-
tion device indicating that the source L2 network
address is a valid L2 network address associat-
ed with one of the customer devices, the access
router is configured to output an EVPN route ad-
vertisement that advertises the L2 network ad-
dress as reachable through the access router,
and
wherein responsive to receiving a response
message from the network address authentica-
tion device indicating that the source L2 network
address is an invalid L2 network address not
associated with any of the customer devices,
the access router is configured to discard the
packet with the access router without outputting
the EVPN route advertisement into the EVPN.

12. The access router of claim 11, wherein responsive
to receiving a response message from the network
address authentication device indicating that the
source L2 network address is a valid L2 network ad-
dress associated with one of the customer devices,
the access router is configured to encapsulate the
packets and tunnel the packets through the EVPN
to one of the other routers of the metro transport
network.

13. The access router of claim 12, wherein the access
router is configured to output the EVPN route adver-
tisement by constructing and outputting a Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) routing protocol message
of Route Type 2.

14. The access router of claim 13, further comprising
means for performing any of the methods of claims
1-7.

15. A method comprising:

establishing an Virtual Private Lan Service
(VPLS) with a set of routers of a metro transport
network positioned between at least one Inter-
net service provider network and a set of cus-
tomer devices, wherein the VPLS-enabled met-
ro transport network provides layer two (L2)
packet switching for transporting network pack-
ets between the Internet service provider net-

work and the customer devices, and wherein a
first one of the routers is an access router cou-
pled to the customer devices by an access link;
receiving, with access router, a packet from one
of the customer devices by the access link;
responsive to receiving the packet, outputting
an authentication request from the access router
to a network address authentication device of
the metro transport network, wherein the au-
thentication request specifies a source MAC ad-
dress of the packet and requests validation of
the source MAC address;
responsive to receiving a response message
from the network authentication device indicat-
ing that the source MAC is a valid MAC associ-
ated with one of the customer devices, forward-
ing the packet into the VPLS with the access
router; and
responsive to receiving a response message
from the network authentication device indicat-
ing that the source MAC is invalid, dropping the
packet.
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